
RING N. 1 “Delle Lame” GREEN 
Length 14,7 km  – Difference in height 529 m. – Travel time 4,5 hours 

Notes commenting on the route and the territory men tioned 

The route, taken into consideration here in its complete extension, measures 17 km with a difference in height of 743 meters. The 
departure indicated is from the square of Ripoli Santa Cristina. The explanatory notes follow the path. 

 

RIPOLI 

First, it is natural to ask the meaning of the name Ripoli: the origin of this toponym could be sought in the Latin word Ripula, or Ripulae, 
which indicated the presence of a small shore. There is also the Latin term Ripa, or Ripae, which indicates the presence of a steep 
bank, therefore sloping. There is also a local margin, since the Setta torrent is in fact a boundary line. The same Setta torrent recalls the 
Latin word Secta, that means to divide/to separate. 

 

The same settlement of Ripoli (about 600 inhabitants), which recognised as many as 29 ruins in 1303, is divided into two areas and 
takes their respective names from the patrons of the respective churches: Ripoli Santa Cristina (upper area) and Ripoli Santa Maria 
Maddalena (lower area). 

 

SANCTUARY OF THE B.V. OF THE GREENHOUSE (*) 

This Marian sanctuary has very ancient origins: an oratory already existed in this place in 1566, then in 1605 the construction works of 
the church began, which was then inaugurated in 1616. In 1840, the works of a new sanctuary were contracted, whilst in 1912 the 
imposing façade was built, and in 1945, the bell tower was then raised. The Sanctuary contains very interesting works: two paintings by 
Varotti, a historical organ, and the wooden choir loft by Puccetti (1888). 

A short distance from the sanctuary, on the road called "dell'Angelo", there is a stone with an angel, placed at the site of the apparition 
of the BV to two little shepherds. 

 

IL CANTONE 

At the entrance to the town, this ancient crenellated and fortified building represented a military outpost placed as a sentinel of the valle 
del Setta. Inside, at the center of a chimney lintel, you can see the Pepoli coat of arms, testifying to the influence of the nearby feudal 
lords of Castiglione dei Gatti. 

 

CHURCH OF SANTA CRISTINA 

The Church of Santa Cristina has very ancient origins, as attested by the estimates of 1281 and 1305. After the terrible scourge of 
cholera in 1855, the extension works of the church and the reconstruction of the entire facade in natural stone worked with chisel began. 
The works were completed in 1865, whilst in 1866 the bell tower was also completed. Among furnishings of particular interest, there is 
the wooden baptistery by Achille Puccetti di Baragazza from 1863. 

 

Crossing the Borgo Vecchio and following the path called “La dritta”, you reach the old elementary schools. This route, as a matter of 
fact, represents the municipal road connecting the two settlements, before the provincial road that from the San Benedetto railway 
station that leads to Monghidoro was inaugurated in 1934. From here you proceed on the Ronco Path, encountering two settlements in 
rapid succession: Cà di Sasso and La Piazza, which have the characteristic architecture of the Bolognese mountains. 

 

BORGO LE SERRUCCE (*) 

This leads to the oldest village, that of Serrucce, already inhabited in 1792 by nine families. It has maintained the characteristics of the 
classic medieval village, with its vaults and stone-paved alleys. Here there were workshops and laboratories of tailoring and carpentry. 
Inside one of the houses there still is a carved stone threshold with a trefoil cross, while in another a large column, there are elements 
that confirm the antiquity of the village. 

 

Here you meet the CAI path n. 21 and from here you go up towards the locality "La Bandiera", then using the underpass of the A1 to 
reach the locality of Le Rovine first, then the Lama della Fossa village. Here, as in many other places, we find the term "Lama": it seems 
to be an ancient term of Latin or Celtic origin, indicative of a typical flat and humid area with the presence of water stagnation. 

 



If you’d like, you can instead continue along via Serrucce where you will come across the town of Selva, whose name reminds us of the 
beginning of the woodlands, and here we still recall the presence of "Lelli the zoccolaio". 

 

After crossing the municipal road that leads to Montefredente, go down and take the "Ca 'ed Cavanin" street. This toponym, as well as 
that of "al Cavanel", means Case di Capannelli (House of Capannelli) or Capannello, which are houses, sort of like huts with stone walls 
and thatched or reed roofs. 

 

At the end of this road, the Sentiero degli Uccellari begins. The name obviously refers to the practice of bird hunting, which was very 
active in this area until a few decades ago. The path leads us to cross Via Le Lame and to admire a flat area (il Casone) where, next to 
two ancient stone buildings, some wonderful specimens of century-old Turkey oaks (Quercus Cerris) dominate. 

 

The path continues a trail that, until the construction of the Autostrada del Sole inaugurated in 1960, was a real connection road 
between local farmhouses and farms but is now abandoned. This leads to Cà di Berti, once an important residential area with an 
adjoining brick kiln, in which there is a carved stone that dates to the year 1859. The small village has a view overlooking the Setta 
valley right at the point where the new Autostrada del Sole crosses the stream and continues into the tunnel under Sparvo Ca 'di Berti. 

 

Our route then goes up towards Cà di Brusori, until it reaches the village called “Le Spiagge”, which takes its name from the sand that 
the local Rio brings downstream. The path then ascends touching Lama di sotto, Lama San Giacomo and crossing Lama di Sopra, thus 
reaching the locality "Casa Rosa", and after crossing the Municipal Road to Montefredente, continues along via Falgheroni to the locality 
called "La Iottola". From here you turn uphill towards Monte Armato which can be reached after 800 meters. 

 

MONTE ARMATO (*) 

Monte Armato is the highest point of our route (798 m), and the name denotes the vocation for military surveillance on the two sides of 
the Setta and Sambro streams. Here you can see the remains of a church destroyed in World War II, when it was part of the Gothic 
Line. On August 15th of each year this splendid place comes alive for the feast of the Assumption, and it is good to remember how this 
location was the scene of a bloody battle in the first days of October of 1944, in which the 168th infantry regiment unfortunately lost on 
the camp 6 young people and had 17 wounded. 

 

The path then takes us towards the valley, crossing after a kilometer the road that leads from Sant’Andrea to the Osteria dei Ruggeri, 
where you can glimpse a nucleus of houses whose name denotes the ancient vocation of "Ospitale" (hospitable) on a path that led 
towards Tuscany. 

 

After crossing the intersection, you reach Pian dei Monti and from there the Croce delle Vie, or the crossing of the sheep track that runs 
along the mountain ridge and the road that connects Borgo le Serrucce to the settlement of Sant’Andrea, in reality, the route of the CAI 
path n. 21. After 500 meters, turning left, you reach via Fontana Mortizza. Then take the path that, after about 2km, leads to Ca ' dei 
Sospiri (i.e., the house of sighs). From there begins the descent towards the end of the walk, but before reaching the finish line, you 
reach the ancient village of La Costa, already mentioned by Calindri which in 1782 was inhabited by five families. The entire complex is 
built in local pietra serena and has the privilege of looking at the facade of the Parish Church of Santa Christina. 

 

Other honorable mentions not touched by the excursion but to remember: 

CHURCH OF SANTA MARIA MADDALENA 

The church, commemorated since 1281 in the parish archive of Monteacuto Ragazza, was already erected as a parish from the 
thirteenth century and as such until 1599, after which it became a subsidiary church of Santa Cristina. On the architectural level, the 
characteristic bell gable should be highlighted. 

THE OVEN 

And the nearby Mulino di Ripoli, now disappeared. 

 

THE RONCAGLIE 

PS 

Locations marked with (*) need a specific descriptive table. 

Translated by Taonga Rigato. 



RING n. 2  “delle Sorgenti “ BLUE   
Length14,1 km  – Difference in height 620 m.– Travel time 4 hours 

Given the name Pilianium, the route starts from this historic town on the borderline with Tuscany, which was already recognized in the 
Roman era due to its proximity to the road that led from Bologna to Fiesole. It took on an important role being on the borderline between 
the Byzantine Exarchate and the Lombard Duchy. Among other various events, we reach 1393 when the city of Bologna gave the 
jurisdiction of Castel di Piano to Cavalier Pietro de Bianchi, so that the house of de’ Bianchi maintained the administration of these lands 
for five centuries. They maintained their independence until the Napoleonic era (1796), remaining an autonomous municipality, also 
aggregated to Montefredente, even in the period of pontifical restoration. The family then kept the municipal seat until 1870, the date of 
transfer of the seat to San Benedetto Val di Sambro. 

By following path 023, you rise and reach the locality of CA’ DI SANTONI. From there you reach LAME DEL MULINO and then 
BELLAVISTA. Crossing Rio della Piave you reach PIAN DI BALESTRA (Ballistam as was named by the ancient Romans) a strategic 
point of passage and surveillance on the Via degli Dei. 

Continuing south on path 023, you will encounter path 019 and, continuing north, you will reach ARIA FINA. 

Leaving path 019, continue with path 025 until you cross the SAMBRO stream, reaching first in FOSSE, then in the locality of IL 
BORGO, the ancient BURGUS of Mons Fredenctis, the oldest part of the town fraction. 

We continue with path 028 getting up to IL FALDO, then keep going until VALLE, and after passing Rio delle Tiole using path 020, you 
arrive at your destination.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



RING  n. 3 “Lago Monti” BLACK 
Length 16,4 km  – Difference in height 688 m. – Travel time 4,5 hours 

For this itinerary we start from Madonna dei Fornelli, where the history of the town is directly connected with that of the 
Church/Sanctuary: as a matter of fact, in 1590 Cardinal Opizzoni insisted that all plebian churches be equipped with a place dedicated 
to the veneration of the Blessed Virgin Mary, but the five parishes concerned (Zaccanesca, Cedrecchia, Castel dell’Alpi, San Benedetto 
and Qualto) could not agree on the place. Thus, the problem was solved by the miraculous snowfall of August 5th, which fell precisely on 
the place that determined the connection of the respective borders. Then began the construction of a simple oratory, with a painting of 
the Madonna (Virgin Mary) painted on copper which was donated by the Marsigli family. After the end of the terrible plague in 1630, the 
construction received a great impulse, so the works were completed in 1638; this date is also inscribed on the lintel of the entrance door 
on the left side, while on the right side, the end of the cholera of 1855 is reported.   

This place (Madonna dei Fornelli) located right at the intersection of five roads was decisive for the growth of the town, whose name 
recalls how that place was qualified for the kilns, using lime and ovens to make charcoal; the locality FORNELLO also recalls the first 
inhabited nucleus. 

Immediately after, go up to reach the towns of Casetto Berce and La Bonacca, and from here Cà dei Cucchi. Then cross Rio dei 
Battecchi and Rio di Castel dell’Alpi in succession. Continuing along path 929 you arrive at Pian dei Torli, then go up Monte dei Cucchi 
and, crossing Rio dei Roncacci, you reach the Rioletta Refuge. 

From here you go down to touch Malbura Vecchia reaching Molino di Sopra, an ancient structure already present in 1780, on the left of 
the Savena. Today, it’s a simple house having terminated its activity in 1947; here it is worth remembering that until 1951, on the lake 
shore at the Ponte Minore, there was the Santino Mill, which used two canals with the waters of the Savena and Rio degli Ordini. 

We find ourselves at Lake Castel dell’Alpi (737 asl), which was formed following a large landslide on February 23rd, 1951, from which 
only the church and the bell tower remained; it is recalled that landslides had already formed lakes previously in 1799 then in 1870 and 
then in 1909. 

Some notes on the town of Castel dell'Alpi:  Kastron Sanga (Subsequently Castrum Alpis) is the toponym of the fortress of the 
Lombard people who lived in this area for centuries. Other localities in the area have toponyms of Lombard or Germanic origin (for 
example Golfanara, from wulf - wolf). The castle that existed here was destroyed in 1301 following the fueds between Bologna and the 
local feudal lords. 

Following path 930 on the left side of the lake heading north, you will arrive at Cà Galeazzi, then turn onto 923 touching Cà del Bosco 
and thus arriving in Zaccanesca. The suffix -ESCA clearly indicates the Germanic origin, even though the name has undergone various 
changes: in the year 1300, Cazzanesca and in the year 1500, Cazavesca. The location (Zaccanesca) was already recognised in 1249 
with only 9 ruins, alternatively it was a parish, but only in 1900 was the church equipped with a baptismal font; the bell tower is instead 
from 1826 and since 1892 it was equipped with 4 bells. 

Still using path 923, after reaching Cà dei Fanti and Cà di Giusto, you reach Cedrecchia (from the toponym Cidricula): a very ancient 
locality. It was believed that there was a pagan temple here for the cult of Ceres. It (Cedrecchia) was already recognised in 1223. In 
1249 it had 33 ruins. Towards the end of the 1500s, it separated from Castel dell’Alpi, and here it is possible to think of the existence of 
a castle located where there is now a small mountain in front of the Church of San Paolo, which underwent various reconstructions in 
1861. Also, on the left side of the church in 1878, a room was built which functioned as a school until the year1900. 

From here you continue and, reaching Cà di Co, villa Montanari and Cà Bergazzini using the 919, you arrive first at Masera and then at 
Madonna dei Fornelli. 

Walking along these paths, a tragic incident comes to mind that happened a century ago. Tito Calzolari, who lived in Sant’Andrea di 
Savena, was returning on foot from San Benedetto, where he had gone to collect the documents needed to get married the following 
day to Anna della Mandriola; it was November 29th and the weather was terrible, but despite the snowstorm, Tito wanted to make the 
return on the path that leads to Collina, the shortest but also the most difficult. Unfortunately, he never arrived and was found covered 
by snow on December 16th by Melchiade Benni, the legendary violin player of the Mulino della Valle. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

RING n. 4 “Dei Mulini” YELLOW 
Length19,3 km  – Difference in height 737 m. – Travel time 5,5 hours 

We start from the center of San Benedetto Val di Sambro, a town that already existed in 1300 but which at the time was divided into two 
parishes: San Cristoforo di Poggio dei Rossi and San Benedetto. The two parishes were then joined in 1533. San Benedetto Val di 
Sambro, thanks to its territorial centrality, rose to the fame in 1871 as it became the seat of the Municipality, while still maintaining the 
name Comune di Piano until 1924, when it assumed its current name. 

We then take the ancient Via Musolesi, a road flanked by ancient buildings that began to be traveled and animated since the town hall 
was moved here. 

Following path 026 and after crossing Rio Maggio, you reach MULINO NUOVO, one of the numerous mills in this area: the Mulino (486 
asl), which was already documented in the Boncompagni land registry of 1783, shows all its antiquity with two dates engraved on the 
architrave, precisely 1671 and 1676. In addition, the building, located in a strategic position near the provincial road and using the water 
of the Sambro after it also received that of the Sambruzzo, played a leading role in the life of the town. 

Continuing, you arrive at CAMPIANO, a town rebuilt after a large landslide, which occurred on February 5th, 1762, that engulfed the 
whole town which was located further downstream from the present one. 

The path then takes us southwards touching the locality "La LASTRA", whose toponym recalls the extraction of slabs for the roofing of 
houses that took place near the area, and subsequently "FONTANA MORTIZZA", where a tragic event is recalled, when a woman died 
after having quenched her thirst at a nearby spring. 

You then reach CROCE DELLE VIE, the crossroads of two important roads; that of the ridge that leads from Monteacuto to 
Montefredente passing through Monte Armato and that which leads from Ripoli to Sant’Andrea. 

From here, following path 021, you get to Cà di Virgilio and then to Sant'Andrea Val di Sambro, formerly called Sant’Andrea di Corniglio 
based on documentation from 1323, while the current name is known only from the beginning of the 1800s. 

After crossing the Sambro stream, follow its course with path 024 and arrive at Cà DI VIGILIA, then cross the Sambro again to arrive at 
MOLINO DI GIOVANNINO. The passage on the footbridge of the stream recalls the unpleasant event of 1944, when two carabinieri 
were killed shortly before the passage of the front. 

The Molino di Giovannino (536 above sea level), which operated with the water of the Sambruzzo and had several millstones for wheat, 
corn and dried chestnuts, was in operation until a few years ago. 

From this point, go up the valley using path 025, reaching GINEPRAIA. Here it is worth visiting what remains of the MULINO DI 
FEDERICO (683 asl), located on the left side of the Sambro and used its waters together with those of the Rio Brana. 

We then arrive at Montefredente: a town already existing in the Roman period. This place, located in a border position, was known as 
Burgus Montefredenctis, and (subsequently changed its name to Mons Fredenctis) still maintained its strategic position. 

From here you go up and touch Brane di Sotto then Brane di Sopra. The toponym Brane, of Germanic origin, means area destined for 
grazing. Then you reach "La Racusa" and finally you reach QUALTO, one of the oldest and most interesting villages. The history of the 
village that involves the Church, the Castrum, is complex, and the toponym is mentioned in some documents of 1275, when it was 
known as Castrum Aqualti. 

Proceeding, you reach Cà di Sambro and, after crossing the Sambruzzo stream (path 024 then 026), you arrive at Campanara and from 
here to MOLINUCCIO (585 asl). This ancient mill (Molinuccio), located on the left side of the Sambruzzo, only grinded chestnuts, and is 
sorrowfully known as the place that was the scene of displacement and refuge for many people in the last days of September and early 
October of 1844, when the front finally passed after San Benedetto had suffered the bombing of September 22nd. The place was chosen 
as a refuge as it was far away from the main road and placed in a narrow gorge. 

You then proceed downhill reaching Cà di Vigilia, and then go up to Borgo Musolesi until you return to San Benedetto. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

RING  N. 5 “Anello dei Castelli” RED - Tour of the Castles 
Length 11,4 km  – Difference in height 402 m. – Travel time 3,5 hours 

MONTEACUTO VALLESE – MONTORIO 

Monteacuto Vallese (684 m), an ancient village already mentioned in some documents of 1207, takes its name from Mons Acutus, 
which certainly does not need explanations, while the term Vallese is derived from Vallum, meaning fortified place. For this reason, a 
visit to Via del Castello is recommended, where there is a beautiful, panoramic view and a surveillance point over the valley at the 
confluence of the rivers Setta and Brasimone. The presence of the Castrum in this place is undoubted. 

Proceed on Provincial Road 60, up to the intersection with Via Rovine, whose name denotes a landslide, then descend until it 
converges with path 020, which continues uphill towards the north, reaching the locality of "Boschi di Sopra". After that, continue along 
the homonymous road, also marked as 057, up to the intersection with the municipal road to Montorio. 

Going up for 150 meters until you take via "Le Macchia" (path 024), you continue until you reach the town of Poggio di Suizzano (one of 
the oldest towns in our area) which was already noted in a document of 1207, where it speaks of the church of San Cristoforo di 
Suizzano and already present in the estimates of 1245/1249 when there were 27 ruins. 

Continuing after 300 meters you reach the PALAZZO DI SUIZZANO (*), a beautiful, perfectly restored tower house; one of the few 
remaining examples of mountain architecture, with the beautiful Balchio that adorns the entrance where the coat of arms of the De 
Bianchi Counts of 1525 is present. The tower, on the other hand, dates to the 13th century. 

Continue to the intersection with the provincial road, where the ancient fraction of Campiano existed in the area, which was engulfed by 
a large landslide on February 5th, 1762. Then you reach the new locality of Campiano, after having continued on the Provincial Road up 
to the crossroads, going up the road that leads to Sant’Andrea / Montefredente for about 500 meters. 

After having reached Campiano, continue along the path up to Lastra and then to Fontana Mortizza, a beautiful place whose name 
refers to a tragic event of the late 19th century when a woman died after drinking from a nearby spring. From there, the path climbs up to 
the ridge reaching the locality of Cà dei Sospiri. If you proceed, you then reach the oratory of San Rocco (*), a structure built in 1630 in 
honor of San Rocco after the great plague that struck Bologna and the Province with a tragic death toll, near which there is a monument 
to the fallen of the two wars. 

Moving on, we reach the Parish Church of Sant’Agata, which was rebuilt between 1870 and 1880 while the bell tower was rebuilt after 
1893, to highlight its beautiful recently restored staircase. 

From this point there is a variant, continuing along the road marked 057 up to Montorio, where a visit to the beautiful square with the 
surrounding buildings and to the church with its ancient and interesting organ is a must. 

MONTORIO (*): a fraction of the Municipality of Monzuno, anciently known as Mons Aureus, rich in history as it was always at the 
center of struggles in the medieval period until, in 1508, it definitively became a community of the Papal State. Famous is the now 
disappeared "Pieve di Sambro", in the current locality "La Pieve", which in its full splendor had authority over 45 churches, from the 
Savena valley to that of the Reno. 

From behind the church, take a dirt road heading south so that, following the Casone di Caprarino sign, you can reach Poggio di 
Suizzano to rejoin path A. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


